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          Product: PDFTRON

Product Version: 9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

For some tools accessibility is not set. In voice over it said button only rather than tool name

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Example :- Select any tool for highlighter or text annotation. it says button button.

Can you please guide us how can we set accessibilities  for these missing component.

Note:- Please check attachment for highlighted component.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Disable annotation creation and editing in iOS viewer
	PDF Annotation Library for iOS - Get started
	Display PDF using PDFViewCTRL on iOS - Use PTPDFViewCtrl as a stand-alone component
	Customize annotation toolbar in iOS viewer - Show and hide the annotation toolbar

APIs:	PTToolEvents - tool:shouldSelectAnnotation:onPageNumber
	PTToolGroupToolbar - toolGroupManager
	PTToolsUtil - imageForAnnotationType

Forums:	Unable to turn off Apple pencil input on PDF file when PTPan tool is selected
	Dark background annotation when using apple pencil
	Insert image or stamp issue
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          Hi there,

I have created a ticket on our Support Portal for this issue - you should have received an email with information regarding the ticket.
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          Hi @dluco

any update on this ?

we are waiting for this.
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          The ticket on our Customer Portal for this issue is the following: https://support.pdftron.com/support/tickets/33867
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